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Abstract: Drivers of urban flood disaster risk may be related to many factors from nature and society.
However, it is unclear how these factors affect each other and how they ultimately affect the risk.
From the perspective of risk uncertainty, flood inundation risk is considered to be the probability of
inundation consequences under the influence of various factors. In this paper, urban flood inundation
risk assessment model is established based on Bayesian network, and then key disaster-causing
factors chains are explored through influence strength analysis. Jingdezhen City is selected as study
area, where the flood inundation probability is calculated, and the paths of these influential factors
are found. The results show that the probability of inundation in most areas is low. Risk greater than
0.8 account for about 9%, and most of these areas are located in the middle and southern section of
the city. The influencing factors interact with each other in the form of factor chain and, finally, affect
the flood inundation. Rainfall directly affects inundation, while river is the key factor on inundation
which is influenced by elevation and slope. In addition, in the chain of socio-economic factors, the
population will determine the pipe density through affecting gross domestic product (GDP), and
lead to the inundation. The approach proposed in this study can be used to find key disaster-causing
factors chains, which not only quantitatively reveal the formation of risks but also provide reference
for early warning.

Keywords: urban flood inundation; factors chains; risk assessment; Bayesian network; influence
strength; sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction

Flooding is considered as one of the most widespread and devastating disasters
affecting lives, infrastructures, and society, economy, and local ecosystems, especially
in urban areas. In the past few decades, urban flood has become a global challenge,
threatening social security, and hindering the development of urban economy [1,2]. With
the rapid urbanization and land use change, the frequency and intensity of urban flooding
will increase in the future due to climate change and the occurrence of extreme weather
events [3]. Generally, flood disaster risk is affected by natural and economic and social
factors, such as climate change, land use change, land cover change, poor drainage systems,
expansion of impervious area, insufficient infiltration or storage capacity, population
explosion, rapid urbanization, and so on. However, these factors are a complex system
that interact with each other, directly or indirectly, affecting flood risk. Therefore, it is very
important to explore the relationship between factors and how they affect the risk.

Risk is the probability of an outcome having a negative effect on people, systems, or
assets, which is typically depicted as being a function of the combined effects of hazards,
the assets, or people exposed to hazard and the vulnerability of those exposed elements [4].
Flood inundation risk is usually measured by the probability of flood inundation occurrence
and its potential consequences. Regardless of the consequences of disasters, it is a common
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believe that risk is the probability of an event. According to the direct or indirect relation-
ship between the factors affecting flood inundation, the existing research can be classified
into two categories: one is that the influencing factors directly affect the flood inundation,
including qualitative evaluation methods. For example, Li et al. [5], Danumah et al. [6], and
Abhishek and Kumar [7] use the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to build an assessment
model to conduct flood disaster risk assessment in designated research areas. The AHP, as
a multi-criteria analysis method, allows multiple elements to be integrated under multiple
criteria (hazard, vulnerability, and exposure) for flood risk assessment and mapping. Some
AHP extension methods are also used to assess flood risk [8–10]. Qualitative evaluation
methods also include: constant sum scale [11], entropy [12], additive weighting [13], or
multi-criteria analysis approach [14,15]. There are also other methods, such as quantitative
evaluation methods, many hydrological and hydrodynamic models [16–19], and a series
of flood risk simulation models, such as random forest [20], gradient boosting decision
tree [21], genetic algorithm [2], simulated annealing [22], rapid urban flood inundation
and damage assessment model [1], meteorological research and prediction model [23],
alternate decision tree [24], etc. However, due to the complex nature of urban flood, these
models cannot deal with every problem. And the quantitative evaluation methods are
overly dependent on a huge amount of data with high precision, which is difficult to be
obtained, limiting its application to urban areas to some degree. Therefore, it is necessary
to simplify these models.

A Bayesian network (BN) is one of several simplified models [25]. Naïve Bayes [26] and
weighted naïve Bayes [27] are both simple Bayesian methods, which are also used to study
the direct influence of factors on flood inundation. But the reality is that the relationship
among influencing factors of urban flood inundation is complex and uncertain, and the
influencing factors are interdependent, which directly or indirectly affect the occurrence
of flood inundation. BN further analyzes the relationship between influencing factors of
urban flood inundation [28,29]. BN is a popular approach to estimate uncertainty in risk
evaluation in terms of the likelihood of disasters [30], which can quantify uncertainty and
capture the potential relationship among risk factors to evaluate urban flood inundation
risk objectively [31,32]. Abebe et al. [33] propose an urban flood vulnerability assessment
model based on the coupling of geographic information system (GIS) and Bayesian belief
network, and assess the flood risk in Toronto. Wu et a. [34] use BN model to assess
the flood risk in Zhengzhou, China. In addition to urban flood risk assessment, BN is
widely used in river basin flood risk assessment [35], coastal hazard assessment [36], flood
detection [3], and early warning for urban flood [37]. Although BN can also be used
to analyze the disaster chain [38,39], there is no research on the disaster-causing factors
chains based on the BN model to explore the path through which the factors affect the
inundation. Referring to the concept of disaster chain, the dependence relationship among
the influencing factors constitutes the factor chain [40], they influence each other in the form
of the factor chain, and ultimately affect the results. However, the previous research results
did not demonstrate the quantitative relationship from the perspective of probability.

Qualitative methods are highly subjective, and the results are also affected by the
experts’ preferences. Moreover, quantitative methods, especially flood simulation methods,
rely too much on data, which are difficult to obtain. Whether direct or indirect impact
study, including BN, there are still some questions and hypothesis that need to be resolved
and verified: (1) how these factors ultimately affect the risk? (2) How these factors affect
each other? What is the influence strength between factors? (3) Which factors are important
factors that need to be focused on? (4) Which disaster-causing factors chains are key? In this
paper, the purpose is to reveal the risk formation process under the interaction of multiple
factors. We propose a methodology based on BN and GIS technology that can quantify
the relationship between flood inundation risk factors and perform probabilistic reasoning
under uncertain conditions. Then, the model is applied to our study area, Jingdezhen City,
to evaluate the flood inundation risk and to identify the key disaster-causing factors chains.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the methodology in
detail. Section 3 describes the study area and data resources. Research results are presented
in Section 4, and discussions are presented in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes this study.

2. Methodology
2.1. Framework of Research Methods

In this study, key disaster-causing factors chains are explored through an urban flood
inundation risk assessment model which is established based on BN (Figure 1). The
construction of the flood inundation risk assessment model based on BN includes two
main parts: structure learning and parameter learning. The specific steps are as follows: (1)
Select the study area and analyze its characteristics. According to the experts’ knowledge
and relevant literature, the influencing factors of urban flood inundation are identified and
presented as the nodes of BN, type and state value of each factors are determined based on
the nature of factors. Through field investigation and historical research, the relationships
among the influencing factors are determined [41], and they are synthesized to construct
the directed acyclic graph (DAG) of BN. (2) The data collection and pre-processing of
the study area are carried out (Section 3). Due to the different measurement scales of
these data, it is necessary to classify and rescale the factors data. These processed data are
imported into the BN structure for parameter training and learning to obtain the conditional
probability table (CPT) of each node by using a learning algorithm, such as expectation
maximization (EM) [42]. An urban flood inundation risk assessment model is established,
and the performance of the model is verified through validation. Then, the established
model is used to make causal inference to obtain the probability value of inundation risk of
each grid square in the study area, so that the urban flood inundation risk map is drawn by
ArcGIS 10.2. Compared with the actual inundation map, the availability and practicability
of the model are verified.

According to the evaluation results of the above model, influence strength analysis is
carried out to understand how the influencing factors interact through the form of a factor
chain and, finally, how to modify the inundation. Then, through reverse derivation, the key
disaster-causing factors chains are found. Sensitivity analysis is used to obtain the order of
importance of the influencing factors and to verify the results of disaster-causing factors
chains. Finally, some mitigation measures for disaster reduction and chain-breaking are
put forward to reduce the probability of future risk occurrence.
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Figure 1. Framework of the proposed method.

2.2. Selection of Criteria and Risk Factors

There is no unified guiding principle for the selection of the influencing factors of
urban flood inundation risk, and the negative impact of natural and social factors has led to
an urgent need for flood risk management. Disaster risk is generally a combination of three
factors: potential hazard, vulnerability, and insufficient coping capacity under complex
and uncertain conditions in reality [32]. Sendai Framework also considers that disaster risk
management should be based on an understanding of disaster risk in all its dimensions
of vulnerability, capacity, exposure of persons and assets, hazard characteristics and the
environment [43]. In this study, there are three types of flood inundation risk factors, each
of which contains a series of sub-factors: Hazard is defined as urban flood inundation
caused by extreme rainfall, which is the driving factor of risk. Vulnerability is defined as
the disaster-induced environment determined by forming factors. It mainly refers to other
climate variables and underlying surface, including topography, river network, vegetation,
and soil, which plays a vital role in the flood redistribution. Urban flood coping capacity
is an aspect of resilience and cope with the effects of vulnerability that shows actions
taken within the current capacity under socio-economic conditions, such as pipelines, road
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networks, population, and economy. All these factors interact with each other and control
the dynamic process of flood.

Ten factors are selected to evaluate urban flood inundation risk and determine
inundation-prone areas in the study area according to previous
studies [1,2,11,14,32–34,41,44], the actual situation of the study area, the availability of
data, as well as experts’ knowledge and experience. The hazard factor is annual rainfall;
the vulnerability factors are elevation, slope, soil water retention (SWR), river density,
distance to river; the capacity factors are pipe density, road density, population density,
and per unit GDP (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Influencing factors of urban flood inundation risk.

2.3. Bayesian Network

Bayesian network, also known as Bayesian Belief Network, is defined as a stochastic
graphical model that can express the relationship between variables even if there is uncer-
tainty [45,46]. The structure of BN consists of two components: one is the DAG, where
random variables are denoted as eigenvector nodes. An arc represents the probabilistic
dependence between two nodes. Each node must have at least two states and must rep-
resent all values that the node can accept. The DAG comprises a set of random variables
(nodes) and conditional dependencies (arrows) between nodes, which can be constructed
from domain knowledge or data learning. The other is CPT, which is used to specify the
dependency relationship between nodes in the DAG. The strength of the relationships
among the variables is defined in the CPT attached to each node. The CPTs are mainly
derived from the learning of historical data and obtained through empirical statistics.

The principle of BN relies on Bayes’ theorem, which is mathematically expressed
as follows:

P(Ai/B) =
P(Ai)P(B/Ai)

∑n
i=1 P(Ai)P(B/Ai)

(1)

where ∑n
i=1 P(Ai)P(B/A i) is the total probability formula, which can deduce the probabil-

ity value of the relevant states. B is an event, Ai refers to all the possible causes of event B,
P(Ai) refers to the prior probabilities derived from priori data, and i represents a specific
variable.

2.4. Sensitivity and Influence Strength Analysis Method

Because of the different contributions of various factors to the evaluation object,
sensitivity analysis of parameter is required. Sensitivity analysis of finding nodes can be
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used to study the sensitivity of model performance to minor changes, which demonstrates
that the posterior probability in BN varies with the change of probability parameters. The
sensitivity of nodes can be quantified by variance reduction, mutual information, or belief
variance [33,44]. The higher the sensitivity value obtained through the following derivative
functions (2) and (3), the more significantly the parameters affect the flood inundation risk.
The derivatives functions help the decision makers recognize and estimate the contribution
of each factor to the total risk [47]. The specific step is to give a set of target nodes and
use the derivative function to effectively calculate the complete derivative of the posterior
probability distribution of the target nodes with respect to each numerical parameter in
BN, to obtain the sensitivity value of all nodes.

p(y/e)(x) =
αx + β

γx + δ
(2)

S(x/y, e) =
∂p(y/e)

∂x
=

α− βγ

(γx + 1)2 (3)

where x is a probability parameter, y is a query, and e is the evidence entered into BN. The
posterior probability p(y/e)(x) is a fraction of two linear functions of x.

The interaction among factors forms the inundation risk factors chains [40,48,49].
Multiple interaction factors chains of flood inundation risk can be extracted from urban
flood events, for example, Elevation→ Slope→ SWR→ Inundation is an interaction chain
extracted from urban flood events. Through the influence strength analysis, the influence
degree between the parent and child nodes is determined. The strength is expressed as the
Euclidean distance between the conditional probability distribution of a given parent node
and the prior probability of the node. The influence strength value is derived from the CPT
of the child node by using the following formula (4) [40,50].

E(node, parent) =

√
∑N

n=1(Pn(node/parent)− Pn(node))2

√
2

(4)

where Pn denotes the nth component of the discrete probability distribution P. Since P is a
unit length vector, the maximum distance between Pn(node/parent) and Pn(node) is equal
to
√

2 when the two vectors are orthogonal. Therefore, division by
√

2 ensures that the
resulting distance is between 0 and 1.

In this study, the BN model is constructed using a software GeNIe development
tool [51], a graphical interface to SMILE (Structural Modeling, Inference and Learning
Engine). These steps of influence strength and sensitivity analysis are implemented in
GeNIe, including calculation and result visualization.

3. Study Area and Data
3.1. Study Area

Jingdezhen City is located in the northeast of Jiangxi Province, the transition zone
of Yellow Mountain, Huaiyu Mountain and Poyang Lake Plain. Our target study area
is the urban area of Jingdezhen (Figure 3), with an area of about 192 km2. The terrain is
high around and low in the middle, resembling a basin, thus its being prone to flood with
continuous heavy rainfall. The main rivers are the Changjiang River, and its tributaries,
Nanhe River and Xihe River. The area predominantly has a mid-subtropical monsoon
climate, affected by the climate of the Poyang Lake Basin, the annual distribution of
precipitation in Jingdezhen is rather uneven, and the average annual precipitation from
April to June accounts for about 46% of the annual precipitation, annual precipitation
1763.5 mm. Jingdezhen is one of the fast-growing cities in the Poyang Lake Basin, the
average growth rate of GDP in the past ten years has exceeded 10%. The flood disaster
caused by rainstorm is the most devastating natural disaster in Jingdezhen. According to
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record on June 19, 2016, the affected population is about 528,700, and the direct economic
loss is about 1895.44 million Yuan, accounting for 2.26% of the GDP of that year.
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3.2. Data Collection and Preparation

The factors’ data collected from different sources can be summarized into three cat-
egories: (1) raster data, Digital Elevation Model (DEM), soil, land cover; (2) vector data,
the boundary of the study area, river network, road network, and pipe network; (3) the
statistical data, the population, GDP, and the annual rainfall. Data of the study area are
collected from 2005 to 2010, the data of the first five years (2005–2009) as the training set,
and the data in 2010 are used for prediction and comparison verification. Data collection
and processing are discussed in detail below.

Obtaining the historical inundation area is the key to the evaluation of the flood inun-
dation risk in BN to explain the correlation between flood inundation risk and influencing
factors [25,34]. In this study, the 100-year return period inundation area is derived from the
report of the World Bank Loan Project, as the maximum inundation range of the study area.
As a result, 33,872 points are identified as inundation areas in the study area (Figure 2).
The inundation area and non-inundation area are assigned a code of 1 and 0, respectively,
to simplify the research.

Rainfall is one of the main important causes of urban flood inundation. The greater
the rainfall, the greater the flood inundation risk. These rainfall data are obtained from the
China Meteorological Data Network (http://data.cma.cn) and rainfall monitoring stations
in Jingdezhen City. A rainfall map (Figure 4a) is created using the mean annual rainfall of
5 years (2005–2009) by the inverse distance weighting method in ArcGIS.

http://data.cma.cn
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Elevation is commonly represented by the vertical distance from certain surface to
the reference basement in the DEM, which reflects the surface of the terrain. Generally
speaking, the lower the elevation, the easier to be inundated because rainfall easily flows
from highlands to lowlands under natural conditions. The elevation (Figure 4b) is generated
from the DEM with 30-m resolution downloaded from the Geospatial Data Cloud (http:
//www.gscloud.cn).

Slope is used to reflect the degree of terrain change with distance. The slope factor
plays an important role in flood inundation because it affects the flow velocity. The steeper
the slope, the easier the flood will flow down the slope, and the less likely it will be
inundated. The slope map (Figure 4c) is also extracted and calculated from the DEM in
ArcGIS to quantify topographic controls on hydrological processes.

River density is the length of the rivers per unit area, calculated from a linear density
function using 1-km radius in ArcGIS (Figure 4d). The river network map data with a
scale of 1:250,000 is collected from the National Basic Geographic Information Center (http:
//www.webmap.cn) and the Water Resources Bureau of Jingdezhen City. The occurrence
of flood disasters is related to the distribution of the drainage system. Drainage system
includes indicators, such as river density, distance to river, and pipe density. Many floods
occur in areas with high river density due to the large runoff accumulations and low
infiltration rates.

Distance to river refers to the distance from each grid to the nearest river. Distance to
river is obtained by using multiple buffer operator in ArcGIS (Figure 4e). The influence of
this indicator decreases as the distance increases. Areas close to the river may be prone
to be inundated because of levees overrunning or breaking, while areas far from the river
are safe.

Pipe density can also be generated by using the line density function using 1-km
radius (Figure 4f) from underground pipe map, including urban area drains and roadside
drains, which is provided by the Water Resources Bureau of Jingdezhen City. Water can be
discharged quickly in areas with a dense drainage pipe network, thereby reducing the risk
of flood inundation. On the contrary, when the water volume exceeds the capacity of the
pipes, the water depth in low-lying areas increases, leading to inundation.

SWR is related to the occurrence of flood inundation. Soils with high SWR can
absorb more water and reduce the risk of flood inundation. Flood inundation risk is
also affected by previous floods and the amount of water stored in the soil. Long-term
and severe droughts have depleted soil moisture, which means that flood require more
water. Different vegetation types and soil properties have different infiltration capacity

http://www.gscloud.cn
http://www.gscloud.cn
http://www.webmap.cn
http://www.webmap.cn
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and SWR. The potential maximum SWR is calculated by using the spatial hydrological
simulation method, driven by the Soil Conservation Service Curve Number (SCS-CN)
method [52]. The value of CN is determined by soil hydrological characteristics and land
cover conditions, referenced from the list of CN publications [25,44]. Soil texture data with
30-m resolution (Figure 4g) are obtained from Nanjing Institute of Soil Science, Chinese
Academy of Sciences (http://www.issas.ac.cn). The land cover data with 1-km resolution
(Figure 4h) are acquired from the utilization plan of Jingdezhen City. Soil and land cover
data are interconnected to decide the spatial distribution of CN using ArcGIS (Figure 4i).
Based on the SCS-CN method and the value of CNi, the maximum potential SWR at grid i
is calculated by function (5).

SWRi =
25400
CNi

− 254 (5)

where the CNi is an integer, 0 < CNi < 100. The derived spatial distribution of SWR index is
shown in Figure 4j.

Road density is used to express the ratio of the total length of the road network to the
area in a certain area. The road network data with a scale of 1:250,000 are provided by the
road plan of Jingdezhen City and the Water Resources Bureau of Jingdezhen City. Road
density can be calculated and displayed by kernel density method in ArcGIS (Figure 4k).
Areas with convenient transportation are more adaptable to flood disasters, so the higher
the road density, the lower the flood inundation risk.

Population density represents the resilience and adaptability of different regions. Pop-
ulation data are provided from the Jingdezhen Statistical Yearbook, and population density
map is exhibited by using the inverse distance weighting method in ArcGIS (Figure 4l).
Urban flood inundation disasters are closely related to the process of urbanization. In
densely populated areas, the damage caused by floods is more serious than in other areas,
and the risk is high.

Per unit GDP is also an indicator of resilience and adaptability in different regions. Per
unit GDP is a measure of the economic situation of a specific region, reflecting the economic
strength of the area. The GDP data are provided by the Jingdezhen Statistical Yearbook and
is displayed using by using the inverse distance weighting method ArcGIS (Figure 4m).
Economically developed areas are highly adaptable to flood inundation disasters, with low
risks, and vice versa.

The study area is divided into 213,878 30-m grid squares, and the raw data is general-
ized into each grid cell. The vector dataset is rasterized. Then, all data sets are projected,
resampled to 30-m grid cells, cropped to the study area, and registered so that all input
grids accurately cover the same projection, cell size, and range.

3.3. Classification of Indices

From the indicator system in Section 3.2, heterogeneous data collected from different
sources have different metrics. Moreover, the BN-based model generally deals with the
probabilities of discrete data. Therefore, it is necessary to reclassify these indicator date into
a limited set of state with corresponding probability values to simplify the evaluation pro-
cess and improve the efficiency of spatial data processing. However, there is currently no
general method to classify flood influencing factor indicators [15]. The discretization and re-
classification of input indicators have a significant impact on the results of flood inundation
risk. In this study, we reclassify the input indicators data combined with the actual local
conditions based on the literature and the domain knowledge of experts [27,33,44]. The
indicator data is rescaled into five levels: Very_low, Low, Moderate, High, and Very_high,
as summarized in Table 1.

http://www.issas.ac.cn
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Table 1. Factors divided into five classes using the manual classification method.

Class

Indices

Annual Rainfall
(mm)

Elevation
(m)

Slope
(%)

River
Density
(m/km2)

Distance
to River

(m)
SWR
(mm)

Pipe
Density
(m/km2)

Road
Density
(m/km2)

Population
Density

(people/km2)

Per Unit GDP
(Ten Thousand

RMB/km2)

Very_low <2297.07 >90 >15 <0.1 >1600 >120 >6.5 >9 <740.64 >17,182.36
Low 2297.07–2317.37 70–90 10–15 0.1–0.6 800–1600 90–120 4.5–6.5 6–9 740.64–1489.11 13,189.3–17,182.36

Moderate 2317.37–2334.87 50–70 5–10 0.6–1.2 400–800 60–90 2.5–4.5 3–6 1489.11–1926.54 9196.24–13,189.3
High 2334.87–2351.32 30–50 1–5 1.2–1.8 200–400 30–60 0.5–2.5 1–3 1926.54–2266.75 4863.34–9196.24

Very_high >2351.32 <30 <1 >1.8 <200 <30 <0.5 <1 >2266.75 <4863.34

4. Results
4.1. Prior Probability of Risk Factors

The DAG of BN is synthesized by investigating the study area and referring to the
relevant historical literature to select and determine the influencing factors and their rela-
tionships. As mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 3 above, the indicators data of the influencing
factors are collected and processed. The whole preprocessed data are randomly sepa-
rated into 70% (including 23,710 inundation grids and 126,004 non-inundation grids) for
training and learning and the other 30% (including 10,162 inundation grids and 54,002
non-inundation grids) for verifying the predictive capability of the model. Then, all data is
imported into GeNIe to establish the BN model for urban flood risk assessment (Figure 5)
through carrying out EM method. It can be seen that the states of these nodes are repre-
sented by bar, and the bars represent the probability of the state, expressed as percentage.
For example, referring to the risk classification defined in Table 1, 4% of the “Elevation” is
below 30 m, which is represented by the “Very_low” state; “Low” means that the elevation
is between 30 and 50 m, with a probability of 10%; “Moderate” indicates that the elevation
ranges from 50 to 70 m, and its probability of 26%; “High” means that the elevation ranges
from 70 to 90 m, with a probability of 50%, and “Very_high” indicates that the probability
of being over 90 m is 10%. The “Inundation” node expresses the probability of flood
inundation. Through these probability values, the risk of flood inundation is divided into
five levels: Very low, Low, Moderate, High, and Very high.

The model clarifies the relationship among nodes and their corresponding states value,
which can be queried through attributes of each variable. Accuracy and area under curve-
receiver operating characteristic curves (AUC-ROC) are utilized to verify the performance
of assessment model [53–55]. In this study, the verification results show that the accuracy
is 94.40%, and the value of AUC-ROC is 0.9778, which indicates that the model has good
performance and proves that that BN-based model is a feasible and reasonable method of
flood inundation risk assessment.
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4.2. Flood Inundation Risk Map

After obtaining the data of Jingdezhen City, the inundation risk probability values of
all 213,878 research grids are deduced and predicted by using the developed model. For
the simplicity and convenience of discussion and evaluation, the spatial distribution of
flood inundation risk is further divided into five levels from very high risk to very low risk
by using the classification method of Jenks break, which is a data classification method
designed to determine the best arrangement of values into different classes.

Then, the flood inundation risk map (Figure 6a) of Jingdezhen City is drawn in ArcGIS.
The risk map shows that within the percentages of study area are about 8.95% at very
high risk, 5.27% high risk, 5.75% moderate risk, 12.15% low risk, and 67.87% very low
risk (Table 2). The very high risk and high risk areas in Figure 4b are the red and orange,
covering approximately 292 km2 and accounting for 15.22% of the total area. Overall,
the high-risk areas are concentrated in the southern and central regions of the study area,
distributed along the river network, with flat terrain, easy accumulation, and prone to
flood inundation in the case of heavy rainfall. Low-risk areas are mainly distributed in
the northern part of the study area, with dense vegetation and rugged terrain, which is
not prone to flood inundation. Therefore, these risk results provide baseline information
that needs to be considered before formulating management plans and strategies for
management, prevention, and reduction of flood disasters.
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Table 2. Risk classification.

Class Very Low Low Moderate High Very High

Risk 0.00059–0.10597 0.10597–0.29722 0.29722–0.54702 0.54702–0.80462 0.80462–0.995868
Number 145,165 25,990 12,305 11,269 19,149

Proportion 67.87% 12.15% 5.75% 5.27% 8.95%

In order to verify the model evaluation results, the high-risk map of the predicted high
risk and very high region extracted from Figure 4b is compared with the actual inundation
range in the Figure 2 [34]. The matching rate between them is calculated by superposition
in ArcGIS, and the matching degree between them is 92.04% (Figure 6b), which conforms
basically in reasonable agreement with the actual inundation data. Moreover, through
collecting the news and other information about the flood disaster in Jingdezhen City on
8 July 2010, it is found that the inundation locations in the reports is basically consistent
with the predicted location of higher inundation probability. For example, Wangwangmiao
Community in Changjiang District is seriously affected by flood inundation, and the
inundation depth is more than one meter. The inundation probability predicted by the
model in this Community is generally greater than 0.8, indicating that the probability of
inundation is very high. The example further verifies the research results of the paper.
But it should be worth noting that the simulated risk levels are still somewhat different
from the actual inundation range. This may be due to the different methods of obtaining
the actual inundation areas, or it may be related to the efficiency of the model. The above
research results show that the risk predicted by the proposed risk assessment model were
in good agreement with the actual flood inundation risk.

4.3. Key Disaster-Causing Factors Chains

In this study, the formula (4) in Section 2.4 is used to calculate the values of influence
strength between all parent and child nodes. In GeNIe, according to the influence strength
between the parent and the child nodes, the connecting lines in the BN show different
thicknesses. The higher the strength, the greater the influence of the parent nodes on the
child nodes, and the thicker the connection line. The arc with the greatest influence strength
is given as thick as possible, and the thickness of all the other arcs is proportional to the
thickest arcs in BN (Figure 7, bule arcs). The list of all arcs in the model and their strength
values in Table 3.
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Table 3. Influence strengths between all parent and child nodes.

Parent Child Influence Strength

River density Distance to river 0.657111
Population density Per unit GDP 0.410361

Elevation Slope 0.378111
Per unit GDP Pipe density 0.366511
Per unit GDP Road density 0.28702

Population density Road density 0.27328
Slope SWR 0.199311

Population density Pipe density 0.190069
Slope River density 0.171692

Per unit GDP Inundation 0.00135476
Annual rainfall Inundation 0.00134933

Distance to river Inundation 0.00129787
River density Inundation 0.00126138
Pipe density Inundation 0.00125465

Population density Inundation 0.00122743
Elevation Inundation 0.00109918

Road density Inundation 0.00109518
Slope Inundation 0.000786543
SWR Inundation 0.000772038

There are some common nodes in the parent-child paths in Figure 7, which means that
some child nodes in one path may be parent nodes in another path. According to the values
of influence strength in Table 3, starting from the inundation node, different parent-child
paths are matched with the public nodes, and the reverse derivation is carried out until the
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nodes without parent nodes, so as to identify the disaster-causing factors chains of urban
inundation risk (Figure 7, red arcs). For example, starting from the target node Inundation,
the parent nodes of inundation are ten factor nodes, such as Annual rainfall, Elevation,
and so on. The maximum value of influence strength on node Inundation is the node Pipe
density in Table 3; then, deduce Pipe density→ inundation; the parent nodes of the node
Pipe density have two nodes: Population density and Per unit GDP. Refer to the values of
influence strength between these nodes in Table 3; the node Per unit GDP has the stronger
influence strength on the node Pipe density; then, deduce Per unit GDP→ Pipe density→
inundation; and the node Per unit GDP only has one parent node: Population density, so
infer the Population density→ Per unit GDP→ Pipe density→ inundation. After diagnose
and inference, the most likely cause chain of urban flood inundation risk is: Population
density→ Per unit GDP→ Pipe density→ inundation. The other disaster-causing factors
chains can also be similarly inferred by the above method.

The first three disaster-causing factors chains obtained are considered as key disaster-
causing factors chains (Figures 7 and 8), which are, respectively, distributed in three aspects
that affect urban flood disasters: hazard, vulnerability, and capacity.
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When formulating disaster reduction strategies, we must focus on these more sensitive
nodes. In addition, the results of the sensitivity analysis further verify the analysis of key
disaster-causing factors chains because the factors with high sensitivity are all in the key
disaster-causing factors chains.
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5. Discussion

The urban flood inundation risk is affected by many complex and multiple factors,
such as rainfall, topography, river network, vegetation, soil, etc. In most previous studies, it
is considered that those factors effect on the inundation risk directly [12,14,26,56]. However,
those influencing factors are interdependent, affecting flood inundation indirectly in the
form of disaster-causing factors chains. In this study, it is believed that the correlations
among the influencing factors of flood inundation are the key to flood inundation risk
assessment. Based on field investigation and research on historical flood disaster events,
the relationships and chain structure between them are determined according to the nature,
type, and state value of each factor, and the DAG of BN is synthesized. Furthermore, a more
convincing method is needed to determine the relationship between factors in the future.

The influence strength between the influencing factors is calculated based on urban
flood risk assessment model, and three key disaster-causing factors chains are further
discovered. Starting from the inundation result, it is reversed to derive all disaster-causing
factors chains, which indicate that the influencing factors directly or indirectly affect urban
flood inundation through the chain structure. Sensitivity analysis can be used to analyze
the importance of influencing factors on the inundation, and verify the key disaster-causing
factors chains to a certain extent. Three key disaster-causing factors chains are discovered
as follows: (1) Rainfall is the main factor that directly leads to inundation. This is in
agreement with the research results of others [16,44]. (2) Socio-economic development
also affects the degree of inundation risk, and the results show that the influence paths
of socio-economic factors not only have a direct impact but also indirectly affect flood
inundation in the form of disaster-causing factors chains. Specifically, population density
affects inundation through per unit GDP and pipe density: Population density → Per
unit GDP→ Pipe density→ inundation. However, most previous studies have suggested
that socioeconomic factors directly affect inundation [10,27]. (3) The results indicate that
geographical environmental factors are also one of the main reasons affecting inundation.
And the influence of geographical factors on inundation from the perspective of chain is
further analyzed in the study. Elevation affects the size of the slope, which in turn acts on
the river network and, finally, affects the inundation: Elevation→ Slope→ River density
→ Distance to river→ Inundation.

Flood is a serious catastrophic event that can happen almost anywhere, with strong
uncertainty. Compared with Naive Bayesian method, BN can quantify the uncertainty and
capture the causal relationship among the influencing factors under uncertain conditions.
Besides that, BN allows propagation of information in the form of instantiated variable
states forward or backward through nodes or variables. In this study, BN is used to
construct a risk assessment model and predict the inundation probability of each grid. And
compared with Pourghasemi et al. [22] and Liu et al. [27], the predicted results have higher
accuracy and reliability. In addition, the flood risk map of Jingdezhen City obtained using
BN in this study is in agreement with results of previous studies in this area [57,58].

According to the field survey and the report of the World Bank Loan Project, so far,
once in 100 years is the largest disaster, so the inundation area is considered to be the
largest. In Jingdezhen City, due to the establishment of the Wuxikou Reservoir, the ability
to withstand flood has increased to once in 50 years from once in 20 years [59]. In fact,
climate change will change the frequency and recurrence period of flood disasters, and
further research will be conducted to predict the possibility of grids flooding caused by
climate change. In the study, the accuracy of inundation risk is mainly limited by the
availability and accuracy of the data, so future research needs to collect more and more
comprehensive data based on advanced methods while improving the resolution of raw
data, for example, using drones to collect high-resolution data in order to improve the urban
flood risk mapping, which can correct the risk probability map [60]. And incorporating
more other cities with similar flood characteristics for training and analysis will find more
general disaster-causing factors chains.
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6. Conclusions

The study proposes a novel framework for spatial urban flood inundation risk as-
sessment and key disaster-causing factors chains exploration by integrating BN and GIS.
Urban flood inundation is affected by various factors, the potential relationships among
factors are determined by using experts’ experience and relevant literature. The BN-based
model is constructed by a large number of historical disaster data collected and processed
from different sources, which is applied to explore the disaster-causing factors chains in
Jingdezhen City.

The established model is used for causal inference to gain the inundation risk probabil-
ity value of each grid in the study area, the results show that the probability of inundation
in most areas is low, 85.77% of the areas are less than 0.547, mainly distributed in the
northern position. Risk greater than 0.8 account for about 9%, and most of these areas
are located in the central and southern regions. Specifically, about 8.95% is very high risk,
5.27% high risk, 5.75% moderate risk, 12.15% low risk, and 67.87% very low risk. There
is 92.04% overlap ratio between predicted high-risk and actual inundation to verify the
efficiency of the model.

The influence strength analysis finds out the disaster-causing factors chains. Rainfall
affects inundation directly in natural conditions, river is the key factor on inundation
which is influenced by elevation and slope in geographical environment, and, in the
socio-economic environment, the population will determine the pipe density through
affecting GDP, and lead to the inundation. Specifically, three key chains are identified: (1)
Annual rainfall→ inundation; (2) Population density→ Per unit GDP→ Pipe density
→ inundation; (3) Elevation→ Slope→ River density→ Distance to river→ Inundation.
These chains are consistent with the actual situation in Jingdezhen City. Sensitivity analysis
of the node inundation is carried out on to diagnosis the importance of influencing factors,
indicating that the rainfall has the greatest impact on inundation disasters, followed by
geographic factors and, finally, vulnerability factors. The sensitivity analysis also verifies
the key disaster-causing factors chains to a certain extent.

The research results provide a scientific reference for urban planning and flood pre-
vention management. The disaster reduction and prevention measures include two aspects,
paying special attention to highly sensitive factors and cutting off the key disaster-causing
factor chains. For each chain, the prevention of one factor in the chain cuts off the transmis-
sion of chain risks, eliminating the subsequent risks in the chain. Therefore, the prevention
strategies should be taken as early as possible, especially those force majeure factors which
can only be predicted to some extent and cannot be prevented. Specific strategies include
strengthening the rainstorm forecast in the future, enhancing corporate and public aware-
ness of the possible damage, and improving urban land use planning and reducing the
impervious area, thereby reducing the damage caused by extreme flood events.
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